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The Rapid selects Apollo Video Technology’s RoadRunner Bus Camera System
Contract will Supply Video Surveillance On-Board Fleet of 126 Buses in Grand Rapids, Mich.
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich., June 14, 2010 – The Interurban Transit Partnership (The Rapid) has selected
Apollo Video Technology to provide 126 video surveillance systems and back-end management
software for its transit fleet. After a thorough selection process, Apollo Video’s RoadRunner video
surveillance system and ViM Software solution were selected among several competing video
surveillance suppliers.
Apollo Video will replace existing digital video recorders (DVRs), install additional interior and exterior
cameras and wireless local area network (LAN) equipment. ViM Software will supply vehicle status
reports, event logs, on-demand video clip retrieval and automated download of event video clips.
Each individual camera system will provide The Rapid with state-of-the-art Wi-Fi and GPS capabilities,
allowing transit officials to monitor real-time video and location data. With the ViM Software, transit
officials will receive comprehensive reports and vehicle data including information from the last time a
vehicle was connected to the network. In the event of an emergency, the system will allow supervisors
and law enforcement agencies to log-on remotely and view real-time video.
“Apollo Video offered an exceptional combination of hardware and software. Our goal was to obtain a
video surveillance system that is reliable, technically advanced and easy to use,” said Brian Pouget,
Director of Operations at the Interurban Transit Partnership. “Apollo Video delivered on all of these
qualities.”
The ViM Software features an archive system with short-term and long-term storage options, event
statistics and reporting features. Coupled with video surveillance, transit managers will be able to
monitor bus activity and check a fleet’s health status more closely.
“ViM Software will become a crucial component of any transit organization’s operations and safety
initiatives as the fleet management and video information it provides is truly second-to-none in the
industry,” said Rodell Notbohm, general manager of Apollo Video Technology.
“We made it our priority to prove that our system is durable and the most highly developed in the
industry, meeting all of their guidelines, and exceeding the agency’s expectations.”
Reports provide users with an easy method for locating and reviewing video and the ability to
disposition a clip for long-term storage or removal. Multiple video clips can be requested
simultaneously for downloading video clips from several sites.
Follow Apollo Video Technology on Twitter: @ApolloVideo
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About Apollo Video Technology
Apollo Video Technology (www.avt-usa.com) is a leading manufacturer of on-board and in-car digital
surveillance systems for public transit, school transportation, law enforcement, military, freight
transport, and fire and EMS applications. With government and private-sector installations throughout
North America and worldwide, Apollo Video's Mil-Spec and SAE rated RoadRunner line of video and
audio systems simplifies real-time video capture and reduces overall costs with exceptional quality,
durability and easy offloading of video.
Since its release in 2004, The RoadRunner system has been installed in over 260 agencies worldwide
– representing over 6,000 total implementations. Apollo Video Technology has been selected to
provide digital video and audio surveillance systems by prominent public agencies such as Chicago
METRA, King County METRO, Kansas City Area Transit Authority, Edmonton Transit System, Los
Angeles County Metro Transportation Authority, City of Lincoln Nebraska and Winnipeg Transit.
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